Case Example

Real Results
The world’s most productive and powerful trimmer system
delivers dramatic improvements in bottom-line performance.
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How effective is the new Quantum™ Trimmer System?
If you’re talking about increased meat yields and a rapid ROI, you’re talking
dramatically better performance.
A large, U.S. Mid-Continent beef processing plant tested new Quantum™
trimmers on its neck bone trimming line. In real-time test conditions operating
side-by-side with its existing trimmers, the results were eye-popping:

Beef Neck Bones

Average Meat Yield per Hour
		Existing Trimmers

Quantum Trimmers

% Increase

Test #1

81 lbs.

111 lbs.

+37%

Test #2

113 lbs.

133 lbs.

+20%

Test #3

110 lbs.

139 lbs.

+26%
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Projected annual increased meat recovery: $1.9 million.
Projected ROI: New equipment investment recouped in just 10 days.

For this plant, the decision to switch to the Quantum Trimmer System was a no-brainer:

• Significantly better yields
• More worker productivity

> CLICK FOR VIDEO

We’ve improved
everything about
trimming …
The Quantum® Trimmer System:

• Quick ROI

• Makes even the toughest cuts
easy

• Lowest long-term cost of operation
• Improved bottom-line performance
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We can improve your meat yields and profits, too!
Let’s explore how we can help you achieve similarly strong results in your
meat processing operations. Contact us today for an in-plant demonstration
and custom financial impact analysis.

Bettcher Industries, Inc.
Birmingham, OH USA

T h e P i o n e e r i n Tr i m m i n g

800-321-8763 or quantum@bettcher.com

bettcher.com/quantum

• Delivers better productivity and
meat yields
• Reduces parts, maintenance
and training
• Delivers the lowest long-term
cost of operation
That’s Quantum – brought to you
by the world’s trimming leader and
based on years of research and
rigorous field testing.
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